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in our hawaii schools we find many become very exciting it is a learning
children who rarely make use of our device and the rules of the game call
basic english sentence patterns and for their adhering to the proper speech
who have extremely meager spoken patterns that are beingbeing taught other-

wisevocabularies we need to provide they will wave and point saying
interesting and easy opportunities is it dis or it dat
for repeated oral expression using using the correct stress rhythm
standard english forms there are and intonation the teacher presents
many specific speech concepts and the statement and answer forms
practices we need to teach and then perhaps the following
the crystalizationcrystallization and expansion of
this knowledge calls for drill child who is IT or the leader

Is there a flexible oral word game 3
which can be adapted to different 1 see somethinggeensomething geen
levels of learning or skill and which t
can provide practice in a variety child volunteervolunteering to guess
of concepts or specific aims which volunteerinsvolunteeringinS 3
the teacher has at the mormoimomentrentnent 2

Is it the I1greenpreen jchalkboardichalkboa
I1 have used the simple parlor

game 1 I spy or 1 I see or a leader no it is not ordorior no
variation 1 I am thinking of some-
thing

it isnt or yes it is
as a language arts tool

to develop various responses from because we usually have several very
the children and have found the shy or inarticulate children in a class
youngsters most enthusiastic palivparivpar-
ticipants

the teacher might in accordanceaccordancewithwith
and because this game finocchiarosfinocchiaroFinocchiaros1.1 s method have the whole

seems to fit so well into the prin-
ciples

class repeat these utterances for
and methodology we have been sound practice and to gain confidence

studying in TESL I1 thought I1 might when the whole class has imitated
suggest it to you and point out some the teacher for two or three examples
of its advantages the teacher may call upon individual

children to repeat alone from their
miss carla weusthoff is a 3rdard seats then she may choose a capable
grade teacher at fern school child to be the first IT and so onin kalihi the teacher needs to stress that
primarily the game can provide turns to guess be widely given sothatsithatso that

pattern practice in four basic eng-
lish

every child will have a chance to
sentence structures 1 the participate

three part sentence 2 the inverted once the sentence question pattern
question 3 the negative response is mastered by most of the children
4 the positive response it allows the objectives of the game can be

for repetition replacement of wordsworda shifted to a variety of other skills
and expansion of expressions and it which will depend upon the nature
highly motivates vocabulary growth of the groupagegroup age level englishenglish lan-

guagemethod of presenting thetheteacherteacher familiarity etc
explains to thechildrentherhilorenthe children the nature one can see the possibilities otof
of the game which will follow and using this game in extremely simple
if the children are second graders and controlled form with a group of
or above she will need to tell them very young children oirorair children from
that although the game they are going non english speaking families by
to play will be fun and may even utilizing a limited number of objects
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or pictures a yellow banana a yellow
pencil a yellow flower a red apple
a red crayon a red ball a green
leaf a green book a green marble
the names and identification of a
few colors and of a few common
articles can be taught along with
the important statement and question
patterns

application
for utilization in the needs of the

second to slow sixth grade hawaii
youngsters we can find this game
helpful in some of the followingwaysfollowing ways

1 to expand upon the vocab-
ulary building aspect it involves
identifying objects by the names by
which they are known and makingusemakinmakingguseuse
of these names this means using
many nouns and adjectives and it
works toward overcoming usage of
expressions like da kind dis dat
da blah ovah dere etc

2 it requires much ofuse correct
possessive forms ie Is it marys
dress not dressmary

3 it can provide additional sen-
tence usage please giveusahintgive us a hint
or a clueyclue and 1I suggest that we

give up
4 it allows for creative express-

ion for the more articulate children
who enjoy enlarging questions to fairly
elaborate degrees as in Is it the
green leaves in the pattern of henrys
shirtshinshih or Is it the blue words on
the of johns book etccover
in fact the child who is IT soon
develops a tendency to require spe-
cific questions he asks what pink
on the bulletin board and the ques-
tioning child is faced with the need
to use adequate language to point
out what he has in mind

5 the above paragraph shows
that the child learns the need and
value of prepositional phrases to
indicate just where to show re-
lationshipslationships in regard to location and
position

6 the game can be geared to
a limited vocabulary or concept build-
ing area such as a social studies
vocabulary items of clothing etc
or arithmetic1

concepts geometric
shapes I see something round




